[Significance of arterial infusion of SMANCS-dissolved Lipiodol in therapeutic strategies for hepatocellular carcinoma].
The arterial infusion of lipiodol (LPD) containing SMANCS (SMANCS/LPD) has been considered to be a tumor-targeting therapy for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). It is important to establish a role of this new therapy in systematic strategies for HCC. LPD has no embolic effect, and the lipophilic anti-cancer agent, SMANCS, suspended in LPD and delivered selectively in tumors, shows therapeutic effect. Accordingly, it is essential for therapeutic efficacy that HCC cells have a chemosensitivity to SMANCS. The maximum dose of SMANCS/LPD is 6 ml at one time, which is not sufficient for voluminous tumors. These are the disadvantages of SMANCS/LPD therapy. Furthermore, HCC tissues, in which lipiodol is retained, is limited to moderately differentiated, with large blood spaces. SMANCS/LPD is not effective for well- and poorly -differentiated HCCs, because blood spaces in these histological types are too small for SMANCS/LPD to be deposited. On the other hand, transcatheter arterial embolization therapy (TAE) is effective by occluding feeding artery with small pieces of gelatin sponge, and a much tumor necrosis is obtained by TAE at one time. However, HCC cells beneath and within the capsule, and invading outside the capsule, are viable, possibly due to backflow of blood via drainage vein. Tumor thrombi and tiny intrahepatic metastases also escape the TAE effect. Previously we reported the new therapy at the first time: the combination of arterial infusion of SMANCS/LPD and TAE (LpTAE). LpTAE has some therapeutic benefits of both therapies; SMANCS/LPD fills up a whole tumor, and part of the LPD flows out from the tumor, is trapped in the capsular invasion and microscopic metastatic foci with the necrotic change. LPD prevents regurgitation of blood flow in drainage vein, and promotes necrotic change. After LpTAE, Lipiodol CT shows 4 kinds of LPD-deposition pattern in HCC; the therapeutic effects of LpTAE are exactly evaluated by these patterns. For total necrosis, HCC nodule shows a complete type, in which the whole tumor shows a metallic density by lipiodol deposition. In other patterns, the LPD-deposited area in tumors generally shows necrosis, and non-LPD-deposited areas are viable. The second line of the therapies. PEIT or resection, can be selected by the LPD-deposition pattern. We consider that the intraarterial infusion of SMANCS/LPD reinforces TAE, and LpTAE is one of the most effective therapies.